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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Preparation

Day 1: Wednesday, September 12, 2007—Departure
Things go very well: we are VIPs for a bit.

Day 2: Thursday, September 13, 2007—Arrival
Things go rapidly downhill.

Day 3: Friday, September 14, 2007— Market, dolmens, Castelfranc
We all make the best of it with a little local touring.

Day 4: Saturday, September 15, 2007—Peche Merle cave, 
Saint-Cirque-Lapopie
Further afield, we are now above and below.

Day 5: Sunday, September 16, 2007—Lunch; Monpazier, Château de 
Biron, Saint-Avit, Gavaudun, unidentified church
Beautiful towns, castles, graveyards.

Day 6: Monday, September 17, 2007—Hospital, Cahor
Bucky is cured.

Day 7: Tuesday, September 18, 2007—Belves, Chateau Milandes, 
Sarlat, Domme
Several beautiful sights and one sad one.

Day 8: Wednesday, September 19, 2007—Grotte de Cougnac, 
Lascaux II, Abri Cromagnon
Driving the Stone Age in earnest..

Day 9: Thursday, September 20, 2007—Clos Triguedina, Transfer to 
Paris
Of course we finish the first part with a vinyard visit.

Day 10: Friday, September 21, 2007—Islands walk, Paris
Paris! Good weather!

Day 11: Saturday, September 22, 2007—Versailles
The definition of over the top.

Day 12: Sunday, September 23, 2007—Louvre lunch, Arago medal-
lions, Eiffel Tower
Sunday family lunch in Paris. What could be better?

Day 13: Monday, September 24, 2007—Louvre
The Louvre on roller skates.

Day 14: Tuesday, September 25, 2007—Arago medallions, Passages
Some obscure aspects of a marvelous city.

Day 15: Wednesday, September 26, 2007—Musée d’Orsay
Our final, finishing art tour.

The Rocks in our Heads
 Rocking Your Head

Table of Contents
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Preparation

Preparation

Of course we were keeping in touch with the French Guys, appris-
ing them of our discoveries, and more than once Dana urged us to 
visit them at their house in the Lot River valley in southern France.

“You can see the painted caves,” she wrote, “and Michael has 
some really interesting sites to show you. Plus, you can eat all the 
fois gras you can hold.” Considering how fascinating the prehistory 
museum of Saint-Germaine-en-Laye had been, it didn’t take much 
to sell us on the idea of extending Driving the Stone Age further 
into the past. Plus, who wouldn’t want to visit the Land of Fois Gras?

In honor of her having joined us in the Languedoc, we asked 
Elizabeth if she would like to see more of southern France. She 
agreed, and plans were soon being made.
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Day 1: Thursday, September 13, 2007—Departure

Day 1: Wednesday, September 12, 2007—Departure

Written 6:25 a.m. Paris time, Thursday, September 13
In the air & due to land shortly.
Packing Tuesday night went smoothly—Bucky working in 

Baltimore after putting out his travel clothes. Up at about 8 
a.m. on 9/13, did a bit more leisurely picking up, added a few 
minor things to bags—big green guy even has some room! 
Checked 3.

Left precisely @ 11 a.m, a couple of errands en route, met 
Elizabeth waiting in front of her apartment—she wouldn’t let 
us in to use the toilet because of the state of her place! From 
her house, 45 min. to Dulles. She recommended the gold 
lot, Stop 27—last one! Airport security took a little time, but 
really everything went along. I had done online easy check-in, 
got boarding passes & upgraded to Economy Plus. At our con-
course by a bit past 3, then we walked trying to find a place for 
lunch—all busy, not enough restaurants. I walked to Knows—
plenty of seats, probably due to the loud, high-pitched squeal 
of a security alarm that couldn’t be shut off. Lunch at Gordon 
&??? Then 30 min. in the Read Carpet Club—Elizabeth pays 
$350 per year to get that service—primarily comfortable seats 
away from the maddening crowd. A frequent traveler gave 
Bucky & I a drink voucher—said he gets more than he can use.

Landing!
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Day 2: Thursday, September 13, 2007— Arrival

Day 2: Thursday, September 13, 2007—Arrival

1:30 p.m.
ANOTHER VISIT TO A FRENCH HOSPITAL…
Everything continued to go smoothly after landing—we 

got our luggage & car fairly quickly. Getting out of CDG not 
too bad, but we promptly missed an important sign & lost 30 
min. or so correcting the problem. Interminably slow traffic 
leaving Paris, accidents, stoppages, etc. A couple of pit stops 
en route, including one figuring out why we could not lock 
the car. Then many trucks, slow ones, that bad French drivers 
would pull out from behind in the fast lane but go slow mak-
ing B slam on the brakes repeatedly.

A little confusion at the end—B knew the way but I 
thought otherwise & finally to Dana & Mike’s @ about 4:30 
p.m. The rest of the evening after unpacking was drinking 
local wine, talking & eating—duck breast with creamed 
mushrooms, zucchini-potato-onion-cheese-mint latkes, pan 
fried & crisped potato slices cooked in duck fat with parsley, 
romaine salad—delicious. Elizabeth went to bed @ 10 while 
I stayed up about another 30 min. before crashing on the 
sofa. At midnight, the 3 decided to call it a night & B & I went 
downstairs. I went to bed, be opted for a shower.

Soon after, Bucky came in the room & said he had gone 
outside in a towel & wet head, to smoke a cigarette. A lady 
pulled up in a car & said, “Ques que tu fait?” B replied, “I’m 
drying my hair.”

Then we heard voices upstairs. B put on clothes & went up, 
I followed. Dana was up & dressed & talking to a lady named 
Kate.

Kate had called in tears a bit earlier. Her son, Vincent, 14, 
had called Karen an alki, druggie, slut. Husband Vincent 

doesn’t meet expectations either. We end up talking with her 
till 3 a.m. I noticed B went into the bathroom 3 times, but 
didn’t think anything of it because he kept coming back to 
the table. 

After Kate had gone home & we went to bed in the truly 
wee hours, he continued getting up to go to the bathroom, 
saying he had intestinal problems. I woke up every time 
he came & went. He began groaning. I asked him what was 
wrong & he said he didn’t know if he couldn’t have a bowel 
movement or urinate or both. He asked me to ask Dana if 
she had a laxative. She didn’t. He asked for olive oil. I rooted 
in the kitchen & she came out. She found the bottle of oil. 
I took it to B & started to pour a glass but he grabbed the 
bottle & glugged. Nothing was helping. I got Dana & and said 
we had to go to the hospital—luckily, one in Cahors about 30 
min. away—at 5:30 a.m.

We arrived at the emergency entrance & as B hobbled 
towards the door we ran inside. The entrance had been 
moved to the other side! We got him back in the car & drove 
’round. The entrance was gated—Dana had to get out & punch 
in a code.

Luckily, by now it was clear it was his prostate, so Dana 
was able to tell them he needed immediate catheterization. 
They managed that (although Bucky later said he was beg-
ging them to move faster) & they let us come back to his 
room. Then we waited & talked & waited for lab staff to come 
in to give us results from his blood test. During that time, 
after being catheterized, be passed 2+ liters of urine. The 
nurses were very impressed. Finally, released with a complex 
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Day 2: Thursday, September 13, 2007— Arrival

prescription. Bucky was deeply asleep & hard to wake up. We 
called the house at around 8:30 & talked with Elizabeth to 
give her the news.

We got him home, in bed. Dana went to bed. Mike, 
Elizabeth & I went to Prayssac market for supper fixings. E & I 
bought postcards.

Home now, writing while sitting in the backyard chaise 
lounge, still awake! How is that possible? Wednesday 8 a.m. 
to Friday 8 a.m. having slept maybe 3 hours (off/on) on the 
plane, 20 min. in the car, 90 min. on the sofa last night—4 
hours sleep in 48 hours? And I feel largely okay. Weird.
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Day 3: Friday, September 14, 2007— Market, dolmens, Castelfranc

Day 3: Friday, September 14, 2007— Market, dolmens, Castelfranc

Written Sunday, September 16, 2007
To backtrack a bit. After Dana & I wrought Bucky home 

on Friday, we made one stop at the Puy L’Eveque pharmacy 
for his prescriptions—2 kinds of cleaner, gauze pads for 
wiping, 30 each big & small urine pouches/tubes/clamps! A 
lifetime supply. After getting him home & settled, Dana went 
to bed while Mike, Elizabeth & I went to the Prayssac market, 
leaving home around 11 a.m. We got there just in time, not 
everything shut down. In fact, quite lovely.

1st we got Laotian pork & crab rolls for a snack, the guys are 
friends with the young woman who sells them. Mike bought 
a bunch more for home. We bought 3 kinds of olives & black 
olive tapenade, a whole chicken (for coq au vin, watched their 
head get chopped off) haricot verts (the lady didn’t have the 
5¢ change, so she “paid” Mike with some parsley!), 3 sausages 
(canard, deer & one rolled in embers in the traditional way 
of the area). The sausage seller had many types of sausages, 
including donkey & boar. Elizabeth bought her 1st boatload of 
postcards. Back at home we relaxed, I slept a little, waited for 
the patient & late-night urgence driver to wake up for lunch 
a la indoor picnic—sausage, cheeses, bread, olives, tomatoes, 
tapenade.

Mike took us to see dolmens & Castelfranc—a bastide town. 
Planned town with grid streets & a central square. Beautiful.* 

* This diary entry is somewhat confusing, as Thursday evening rolled over into 
Friday morning without stopping, and here Loie is enlarging on the previous 
entry. And what Loie didn’t record, because of course we’ll never forget it, is that 
I was discharged from the hospital with not only a prescription for medication, 
but also still catheterized, draining my bladder into a plactic bag strapped to my 

•
One of the sites we saw with Michael was “The Temple of the 

Sun.” A neighbor had led him to it; it’s not marked on any maps 
Michael has examined.

Difficult to photograph because of its size: perhaps a half acre? 
On the up-hill side, near the road, a huge heap of small stones. 
Running downhill, a line of large red boulders, yards apart. To one 
side, a stone wall. At the bottom, a small ditch, perpendicular to the 
line of boulders.

If it weren’t for the boulders, it would look to me like an aban-
doned farm field with New England style stone works: field clearing. 
But the boulders sure are odd.

thigh. So I walked around all weekend catheterized.



Market day in Prayssac.





Leaving Issudel, Dana & Mike’s house, on a tour.





The Circuit des Dolmens north of Prayssac…





“Valleys and forests around the valley of the Masse.”















“Chaos:” a small area of these upright stones. Michael sees them as raised menhirs.































A gariotte. The dolmens are 4 or 5 thousand years old, these huts perhaps a hundred. On the East Coast, at least from 
Maryland north, frost heaves and rain would knock them down in a hundred years. Perhaps the Lot River area is a milder 
climate, allowing them to persist longer.







The Temple of the Sun…



























The clocher-mur (bell tower wall) of the church in 
Castelfranc. A rough translation of a French Wikipedia 
page: “This type of tower is everywhere in France, espe-
cially in the chapels of low importance, but some regions 
have a typical job: especially in the southwest (noon 
Toulouse, Périgord , Limousin , Languedoc , Catalonia ), 
but also a lesser extent in Picardy and Provence, or very 
occasionally in Britain.”
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Day 4: Saturday, September 15, 2007— Peche Merle cave, Saint-Cirque-Lapopie

Day 4: Saturday, September 15, 2007—Peche Merle cave, Saint-Cirque-Lapopie

Written Sunday, September 16, 2007
E was up early to wake us at 7 to greet the nurse Kristin, 

who arrived shortly after 7. She was very nice, blonde & petite. 
Bucky understood most of what she said & I understood the 
gist of it—basically this is to clean yourself, you know how to 
change the bags, & call me if you need me.

French medical care: a home visit from a nurse! We went 
back to sleep & woke up at 11 a.m.!

After brief picnic lunch packing E, B & I took off for Peche 
Merle. We needed gas & that took up some time trying to use 
my credit card at Champion, the cheap place. We couldn’t get 
it to work, asked a trucker for help, he couldn’t make it work, 
asked a lady who pulled in—no success. B finally figured out 
that the credit card needed a smart chip. So, we bought more 
expensive gas at Total, where our credit card didn’t work and 
they accepted cards. On to Peche Merle, no trouble finding 
it, arrived at 2:30/40-ish and got a 3:15 entrance. Just enough 
time to have picnic lunch in the courtyard. We were called for 
our entrance promptly. Peche Merle is fantastique.

Of course we saw the big spotted horses, handprints, and 
other smaller animals. The cave was easy to walk, a bit more 
complicated than Niaux, but with much larger, colored draw-
ings. Hard to believe these things are that old.

http://www.pechmerle.com/english/index.php
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Day 5: Sunday, September 16, 2007—Lunch; Monpazier, Biron, Saint-Avit, Gavaudun, unidenti-
fied church

Day 5: Sunday, September 16, 2007—Lunch; Monpazier, Château de Biron, Saint-Avit, Gavaudun, unidenti-
fied church

 10:15 a.m. Phewph! Those things are not “back to normal,” 
we have resumed a relatively normal vacation lifestyle.

Lunch at Les Serpts. Michael said, “They kill you with food.”
4 × 22 € for regional menu, 25 € gourmet menu for B + 7€ tip
1. aperitif (walnut, cassis + Cahors wine)
2. garlic/chicken broth/bread soup*
3. salad or paté (I had dried duck, geziers, nuts, salad)
4. confit or sausage w/ potatoes**
5. cheese (fresh goat and Cantal***)
6. dessert (plum pudding or noisette), 3rd choice no one 

took
7. café

•

The diary from this point on is the descriptions you have read on 
the previous pages. It skips then to recording Monday. A few notes…

Monpazier: a member of the Les Plus Beaux Villages de France 
association. “

Monpazier is labelled a “Grand site national”, it has no less 
than 32 listed buildings and is regarded as the prime example of a 
“bastide” among the 300 in South-western France. Monpazier has 
had countless awards to salute, but also to protect, the outstanding 

* Tourain du Perigord. It also had Cantal cheese grated in. Some time later, I 
called it “goose foot soup,” and was derided by Michael for my mistake. I maintain 
I heard that from him, he denies it.

** Pomme de terre Sarladaise
*** Cantal is often called French cheddar.

heritage of this fortified village that was founded by Edward I of 
England in 1284.”

Château de Biron: One reason to visit was that it was a filming 
location for Just Visiting, a movie we like.

Saint-Avit. A stop along a wandering way home.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monpazier
http://www.les-plus-beaux-villages-de-france.org/en/monpazier
http://www.food.com/recipe/tourain-du-perigord-garlic-soup-from-the-perigord-232811
http://www.gourmet.com/recipes/2000s/2009/05/pommes-de-terre-sarladaise
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantal_cheese
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ch%25C3%25A2teau_de_Biron


Dana & Michael’s back yard.







Les Serpts, where they will attempt to kill us with food.























On to Monpazier…











Antique grain measures.











































Chateau Biron





























































On to Saint Avit!



























Bernard Palissy.     This little museum.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_Palissy
http://www.museepalissy.net/


Chateau de Gavaudun

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ch%25C3%25A2teau_de_Gavaudun
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Day 6: Monday, September 17, 2007—Hospital, Cahor

Day 6: Monday, September 17, 2007—Hospital, Cahor

Bucky had a 10:20 appointment at the hospita l in 
Cahors. As I was driving at that point, I had the experience 
of parking on the sidewalk! Spitting rain as we arrived. 
Dana & Bucky & Elizabeth & I all sat down in the waiting area. 
Bucky was (turned out rightly so) convinced this would be an 
all day affair. Dana thought that as lunch is important to the 
French, we’d be out by noon. After waiting a while & drinking 
machine coffee, Elizabeth & I decided/were encouraged to 
walk to the train station to buy her ticket to Paris. We had no 
trouble, but as we walked out I thought to check the ticket. 
I had used my Franglais & successfully obtained a ticket for 
Elizabeth for Friday, not Wednesday, the day she actually 
needed! She was a little excited, but we were able to correct 
the little problem. Back at the hospital, not much had changed, 
so Elizabeth & I went back out to go to the post office before 
it closed @ noon. Elizabeth was getting peckish so we also 
found some croissants & quiche. Back at the hospital, Bucky 
had just been seen.

 The doctor gave him a pill, told us to have lunch, be back @ 
2:30. We crossed the street & had lunch at a Morrocan restau-
rant—Mike’s favorite. Dana called him—he had gone to the 
bus stop to pick her up so she didn’t need to walk home from 
the bus stop, but of course she was still in town with us!. 
Dana’s lunch came in a pot with a hat—like a top turned 

upside down. After lunch returned to the hospital so 
the catheter could be removed. Dana & I walked around 
to pay the bill for the 1st visit—we were directed to 

Emergency, but Emergency sent us back to the main office. 
Then we found Bucky & were told to walk around for an hour 
or so to see if he might be able to urinate. That would be the 

sign that his emergency was over & the prescription was 
working. We walked around Cahors more or less passing 
time & Dana gave us a concentrated tour of the old town—St. 
Etienne cathedral with its crazy faces—butts showing, tongues 
out—on facade/main portal. The interior plain. Cloister of 
Flamboyant Gothic—shades of Roslynn Chapel! Out the 
Saracen door with the 3 loops on top & alternating red & white 
stone. Down toward river to old old town & ball bearing clock, 
cat in window of half-timbered house. Stopped in LeClerc 
marché for entrecote (Limousin), sausages & charcoal. 
Elizabeth bought a rugby water bottle. Bucky used the bath-
room! Success!

Back to hospital one more time. Sonagram OK, success 
confirmed. Home.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Restaurant-Double-D%25C3%25A9lices-Cahors-/354352569034
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Restaurant-Double-D%25C3%25A9lices-Cahors-/354352569034
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cahors_Cathedral
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cahors_Cathedral








St. Etienne cathedral







































Back home, Bucky is unhooked and grilling.
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Day 7: Tuesday, September 18, 2007—Belves, Chateau Milandes, Sarlat, Domme

Day 7: Tuesday, September 18, 2007—Belves, Chateau Milandes, Sarlat, Domme

A good long day of exploring. Bucky finally walking with-
out his pouch!

Elizabeth, Bucky and I began in Belves, another bastide 
town. Didn’t buy hat. Restaurant on opposite end of town. 
Street musicians.

Notes written on an envelope:
L @ crossroads past Edo (?)
 N → Pomeret
Pomeret → Presené
Rasales
Sallviallac
[Domme] →
✩ Sarlat lunch @ Bistro L’Octois
S. to La Roque-Gageac (just look)
Beynac (Chateau, just look)
bridge to Castelnau (medieval castle)
✩ Les Millands chateau
Belves (beautiful village)
Villefranche-Perigord
→ Fumel → 
 Bonaguil (outside)

The notes don’t agree with the diary, or the pictures. Oh well!

×
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Day 7: Tuesday, September 18, 2007—Belves, Chateau Milandes, Sarlat, Domme

Chateau Milandes

Then on to Chateau Milandes. A fairytale illustration build-
ing—famous because it was for a while Josephine Baker’s 
home. An unhappy story, she ending up in poverty. Before we 
went in for the self-guided tour, we saw a falconry demonstra-
tion in the back of the chateau. Bucky & some other people 
got to hold one of the birds. I was scared the birds were going 
to eat the ferret, but the birds actually chased a mechanical 
rabbit. The ferret was just to get their attention.

Inside, the chateau had been modernized in the 1920s. 
There were a lot of posters, costumes & other Baker memo-
rabilia. Exhibits a bit run down & sad. There is a chapel on 
the grounds—we saw it—where JB was married, but closed, 
no access. Huge parking lot, obviously ready for busloads of 
summer tourists.

http://www.outandaboutinparis.com/2012/11/josephine-baker-and-milandes-her.html
http://www.outandaboutinparis.com/2012/11/josephine-baker-and-milandes-her.html
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Day 7: Tuesday, September 18, 2007—Belves, Chateau Milandes, Sarlat, Domme

Sarlat

On to Sarlat. Long slow drive in traffic into the old town 
center. Stopped @ the tourist office for map & directions to 
our lunch destination: Bistro L’Octrois, a bit out of the old 
town center on the other side of town. A long, excellent lunch 
on outdoor terrace. B said the walnut creme brulé is AS 
GOOD AS chocolate soup.

Back into old town, free parking in the plane tree lot. We 
and Elizabeth split up—Bucky & I to follow the Cadogan 
walking tour of ancient highlights, Elizabeth to mean-
der & shop. Good tour with medieval houses, Lantern des 
Mortes, reburied cemetery, narrow alleys all winding and 
twisty. 

http://www.sarlat-tourisme.com/en/rubrique/Sarlat-Market/0e1d87332738948382c0a20d6ed78055/
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Day 7: Tuesday, September 18, 2007—Belves, Chateau Milandes, Sarlat, Domme

Domme

On to Domme! Yet another bastide, with famous views 
of the Dordogne. Of course we traipsed up to the terrace 
for that & Bucky insisted we walk all round town to see the 
famous wall gates. On the way to the far gate, we passed 
through a little square lined with fancy shops. Elisabeth & I 
did some shopping—she bought a bracelet. Passed a house 
being fixed up—roof off & ancient looking wobbly timbers 
exposed.

Silly train for the tourists who don’t want to walk to all 
the gates. Cathar museum with grafitti closed—no idea why; 
shades of Italy. But interesting little gate structure could be 
examined. Finished with river views again as the sun was 
lowering in late afternoon—beautiful color in the warm late 
light.
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Day 8: Wednesday, September 19, 2007—Grotte de Cougnac, Lascaux II, Abri Cromagnon

Day 8: Wednesday, September 19, 2007—Grotte de Cougnac, Lascaux II, Abri Cromagnon

Took Elizabeth to the station in Cahors @ 8 a.m. Misty, 
foggy & cold on the drive into town: 2° C! So she was off to 
Paris. Had a bit of trouble getting out of Cahors—missed a 
turn somehow, but drove around & read maps until we finally 
got out onto the right road. On to Gourdon, earlier than we’re 
usually out & about! Misty, fog. In town we walked a bit & saw 
the old church with its two massive square towers—looking 
gloomily formidable. Stopped in the Hotel de Ville. Mailed 
postcards @ arcade. Beautiful view from espalnade w/ fog. 
Couldn’t see medieval town below due to overgrown bushes.

Little tiny bit warmer as we went on to Grotte de Cougnac. 
At the cave we found it would be a little while before the 

next tour. So we waited at the ticket booth and looked around 
at the souvenir stand. I bought several little bracelet charms 
that were small reproductions of prehistoric figures—Venus 
of Willendorf, the Vogelherd figure, the lady of Brassempouy. 
The views out over the valley were beautiful. The Grotte 
de Cougnac was two caves—1 purely geological, the other 
containing the prehistoric art. In the 1st cave, we were the 
only people on the tour. The 1st cave was filled with beautiful 
stalactites & stalagmites.

As Bucky verified his understanding of the technical 
explanation that was given completely in French, the guide 
warmed up to us. Bucky understood, somehow, that the guide 
was speaking about crystalline formations hanging from the 
ceiling that were in the shape of little tubes/straws.

Now our guide was willing to wait while we took pictures, 
and even took a picture of us using our camera. We came 
back out of the cave and were ready to go on to the 2nd one. 
For this part of the tour about a half a dozen people joined us.

We had a nice walk down a tree-lined path to the 2nd cave. 
As we approached the entrance, the guide was apparently 
telling us that in the old days, people believed caves where the 
way into Hell. So as he opened the locked, iron door to the 
cave, he gave a big theatrical grin, and told us that he was the 
Diablo!

The 1st chamber of this cave had been used as a wine cellar. 
There were some old bits of stone work on display. Then we all 
trooped down to view the prehistoric art. Not a huge amount, 
but fantastic.

 Then it was on to Lascaux II. We arrived @ 2:30, the next 
English tour @ 3:40. Quick lunch from a quick food stand in 
town, eaten as a picnic at the site. A scavenger dog. Late start 
for the tour. Unbelievable experience.

Stopped very briefly @ La Roque Saint Christophe. Didn’t 
go up on the cliff face, getting late and we tired. Not prehis-
toric, medieval. But interesting to see.

We passed by a goose farm. The geese were trundling 
through a path between fences, we assume to dinner. That is, 
to their dinner.

Just because it was possible, B insisted on trying to find the 
Abri Cromagnon. Actually it was perfectly easy, the site being 
behind the Cromagnon Hotel in Les Eysies. A Bucky experi-
ence—just because it was something to round out driving the 
Stone Age.

Took a few pictures in Villefranche du Perigord—the cepes 
basket.

Home, our dinner—bruschetta, paté, olives, beef bourgi-
gnon, potatoes, broccoli, chocolate, ground cherries. We are 
lucky.











Gourdon…



























The devil’s door at Grotte de Cougnac.











La Roque Saint Christophe…





















We have no real idea where this was, but the geese were intent.
















Finding the Abri Cromagnon. “Cromagnon Man” was named for this site.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cro-Magnon










Not much to see, but it’s historic!







They are proud of their mushrooms in Villefranche du Perigord.
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Day 9: Thursday, September 20, 2007—Clos Triguedina, Transfer to Paris

Day 9: Thursday, September 20, 2007—Clos Triguedina, Transfer to Paris

Left @ noon
Wine—black wine of Cahors! Visited Clos Triguedina, just a 

mile or so from Dana & Mike.

http://www.jlbaldes.com/index_en.php
http://www.jlbaldes.com/index_en.php
http://www.frenchentree.com/france-lot-quercy-cahors-wine/displayarticle.asp%3Fid%3D9394
http://www.jlbaldes.com/index_en.php






























Dana & Mike’s house: the bright white one to the right of the spired church.
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Day 10: Friday, September 21, 2007— Islands walk, Paris

Day 10: Friday, September 21, 2007—Islands walk, Paris

Lunch—Mon Vieil Ami
€52 fish with mussles & leeks in cream butter sauce during 

Isle St. Louis walk. Domaine d’Homs 2003 Cahors.













A sign marking the high water mark of a great flood.







































We noticed that the stone walls at the downstream point of Isle St. Lois were full of fossils.



















Looks good for lunch.











Unbeknownst to us, the gnomes, photographed to amuse Dana and Mike, would become a theme. Alas.

















































































Another flood marker. Where could all that water have come from?















Bucky particularly likes the Art Nouveau metro entrances.























Supposedly the oldest building in Paris. This corner stonework is almost all that visibly remains.
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Day 11: Saturday, September 22, 2007—Versailles

Day 11: Saturday, September 22, 2007—Versailles

Up @ 7:45, left B & B around 9. 9:31 RER to Versailles 
(from Gare Austerlitz) 45 mins ride. Tried to use machine 
for tickets—didn’t seem to be exactly what we wanted: a 
combined train & Versailles entrance. A “loisir”? Finally B 
insisted we get in the ticket line and talk to someone. Turned 
out well—we got our combination tickets for much less than 
the machine had been indicating. Poor signage getting from 
train to Versailles. As we bought 2 RER & the Versailles at GA, 
no map.

Long toilette line, man cleaning & after every use, going 
down line. B in search of map, especially for fountain times.* 
We got a map from a lady inside, at the door, but it had no 
fountain times. Saw fountains (11—12 for main, quarter hours 
for smaller ones). Ensalade/pavilion/no roses.

Lunch @ La Flotille in the garden. Sancerre—Domain 
Franch Millet.

Took Petit train to Hameaux, back in time for fountains 
(Apollo) before being turned off then 10 mins of Neptune. 
Many people going to train.

—Café drink? no service
Restaurant Le Chien Qui Fumé (not open) recommended 

by Pedmar. Walked around market. Restaurant opened. 
Older couple & family with 2 teens. Girls & dog.

Linda Wilson on train going home. Ecole Militaire.

* I had been at pains on the web and the Slow Travel site to establish just exactly 
how to see the fountains. This was the whole point of going to Versailles! Because 
of low water pressure there, the fountains would not all be playing all afternoon. 
There was a schedule for each. Eventually I got the map with schedule at the 
entrance to the gardens, so we were set for exploring.













































































































The seagulls were not disappointed by having the fountains turned off. 











































































































Now to the Petite Traine for the Hameaux…























This is where Marie Antoinette and her friends pretended to be bucolic shepherdesses.
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Day 12: Sunday, September 23, 2007—Louvre lunch, Arago medallions, Eiffel Tower

Day 12: Sunday, September 23, 2007—Louvre lunch, Arago medallions, Eiffel Tower

Lazy morning
Le Grand Louvre for lunch with Marie Françoise & Lucille. 

Special entry with MF’s member pass. Lucille said she had 
the best duck ever. 

Then found Arago medallions near the Pryamid. Lucy noticed 
one was missing. Walked around Tuileries. Les canards.

Went home, no Bateau Bus for river ride. Something about 
the next boat would stop at the Eiffel Tower dock, not come 
back—no round trip. So, they would not sell us a ticket. 
French.

To viewpoint at Trocadero to see Eiffel Tower. Rugby lights!
Supper: Fontaine Mars. €16 steamed vegetables & fossils in 

pillar. Not a great success.

http://www.louvre.fr/en/le-cafe-grand-louvre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_meridian


Walking through the Jardin des Plantes, one of Paris’ oldest trees.

http://parisisinvisible.blogspot.com/2012/08/the-story-of-oldest-tree-in-paris.html


























Aha! Our first Arago medallion.

http://chrismolloy.com/page.php%3Fu%3Dp152


























































We had been fairly patiently enduring Michael’s fascination with the World Rugby Cup, so imagine our surprise to find 
the tedious business celebrated at the Eiffel Tower.







































More fossils.
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Day 13: Monday, September 24, 2007—Louvre

Day 13: Monday, September 24, 2007—Louvre

Louvre tour*
Le Rubis (wine bar, Fr guys Cadogan recommendation)
La Taverne de Maitre—Choucroute & oysters, Laughing 

lady, Red bordello draperies

* I had spent a heck of a lot of time developing my Efficient Itinerary for Touring 
the Louvre©® (see the Slow Travel thread). We did it all, including lunch in the 
Louvre.

http://www.davidlebovitz.com/2006/01/winter-wine-bar/
http://slowtalk.com/groupee/forums/a/tpc/f/3956056284/m/2591044723
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Day 14: Tuesday, September 25, 2007—Arago medallions, Passages

Day 14: Tuesday, September 25, 2007—Arago medallions, Passages

Northern Arago medallion. Staff at library told us it was 
gone, stolen.

Porte de Clignancourt
Passages
Lunch a Casaluna (Corsica) glass of mirto. North of Ballet 

Royale. Sardinia barmaid. Headband & slave.
Rain
Supper Aux Tonneaux des Halles

http://www.bestrestaurantsparis.com/en/restaurant-paris/a-casaluna.html
http://www.davidlebovitz.com/2012/05/aux-tonneaux-des-halles-paris-bistro-restaurant/


On the quest for Arago medallions. The northernmost was outside…a library!
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Day 15: Wednesday, September 26, 2007—Musée d’Orsay

Day 15: Wednesday, September 26, 2007—Musée d’Orsay

Musée d’Orsay
lunch @ Le restaurant
Supper—Christophe’s—best duck. Period, the end.
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The Rocks in our Heads: Rocking Your Head

Rocking Your Head

Not long after we had returned from viewing the caves and 
passages, Loie pointed out an article in one of the magazines we 
get. The article was about a maverick archaeologist who had been 
studying the Haitian zombie beliefs. One aspect of this cult is the 
alleged use of psychotropic drugs to convince either the cultists 
or the supposed zombies of the reality of the phenomenon. Loie 
seemed surprised at this, so I got out my old copy of Peter Furst’s 
Flesh of the Gods for her to look over.

It turned out she wasn’t so interested in reading those mono-
graphs, but I reread some of them, and wondered. Not too long ago 
we had read The Mind in the Cave.* That was an interesting hypoth-
esis, about the possiblity the ancient cave painters were using drugs 
or trance practices. And of course in my school studies long ago 
I had read many books and articles about shamanism; about the 
shamans in the Amazon and their drugs, about Carlos Casteneda’s 
Don Juan and dozens of other instances of older practices. 

If you’ve never read or heard about all this stuff, it’s difficult, 
especially in our current War on Drugs and Just Say No political 
climate, to imagine how important drugs and trance practices were 
in ancient times. Of course there’s a big difference between modern 
drunken drugged out parties and the way drugs were—and still 
are—used for religious rituals. It sounds kind of silly to talk about 
Timothy Leary’s dictum of “dosage, set and setting” nowadays. But 
he was absolutely correct. Drugs make you think differently, and 
if you’re told things while under their inf luence, you can believe 
in—have what W. T. Stace called “veridical experiences” of—an 
entirely different way of thinking about the world. 

* David Lewis-Williams. Thames & Hudson; December 2002.

This doesn’t mean that or those ways of thinking are necessarily 
correct. Panteleone, the creator of the marvelous mosaic floor in 
Otranto, obviously had some pretty weird ideas about the world 
and history. Ideas we’d probably want to say were just wrong.

Rocks and Rocks
But there are ideas, and ideas.

Some ideas are about physical things, such as whether the Earth 
goes around the Sun, or vice versa. Some ideas are about moral 
values: right and wrong. They are all ideas, sometimes amenable to 
testing in the physical world by science and experiment, sometimes 
amenable to testing in life by experiment: Did that work out the 
way I hoped?

By now, after we’d seen stones in many places, and cave art, Places 
in other countries and at home and strange medieval art, I’d come 
to think the particular ideas embodied in all this stuff weren’t the 
point. Particular ideas can be wrong. Or be unprovable, arguable. 
Particular ideas can change. Stonehenge was changed. First it was 
built of earth, then earth and wood, then stone, then abandoned, 
given up on. Yet through all those centuries, the people making 
and using it were farming for a living. Their particular ideas about 
Stonehenge must have changed, but their basic ideas about getting 
a living didn’t change nearly so drastically. They messed around 
with Stonehenge, but they didn’t go back to hunting and gathering.

Of course we can think they didn’t have that opportunity. The 
combination of changed climate from Ice Age to interglacial and 
human effort had changed the landscape so drastically there wasn’t 
wild food to support the larger population. If there aren’t any more 
wooly mammoths, you can’t build your houses of mammoth bones. 
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The Rocks in our Heads: Rocking Your Head

And at that rate, why would they change their way of making a 
living? Well, in the event, they did change some. Metalworking 
and probably different types of farming, pottery styles, all made 
their way into the lives of Stonehenge’s builders. It may be that the 
adoption of these new things came along with cultural changes that 
inspired new designs for Stonehenge, or perhaps had nothing to do 
with it. How, with the tiny amount we can surmise about the lives 
of these ancient people, can we ever know?

We can’t know the intimate ins and outs of their daily thoughts. 
But we can see they were concerned to make Stonehenge bigger, 
more elaborate, more built as they went along.

Daniel Defoe, touring Britain in the 1720s, said of the stand-
ing stones in Boscawen, Cornwall, that “all that can be learn’d 
from them is, that here they are.”* It’s true. The stones may have 
represented ancestors, or been used to infuse water with healing 
properties. Circles of stones may have meant one thing, and rows 
another. Alignments to rising or setting sun may have meant one 
thing, to rising or setting moon another. Mounds may have had 
yet other significance. But they all had one thing in common: They 
were made, not found. It’s vitally important that “they are,” at all. 
That’s the ancient idea that was beginning, above all else, to speak to 
me.

While taking a break from formatting and proofreading this 
essay in December of 2008, I came across this passage in the book 
Superdove, by Courtney Humphries.

…an ornithologist from Kansas named Richard Johnson made a 
comment about how we think about pigeons…‘The special qualities 
of feral pigeons are rarely recognized as special, which is a result 

* Quoted by Rosemary Hill in Stonehenge; Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts; 2008

of the way humans perceive the natural world. Dominant western 
worldviews have taught that nature exists for human use and that 
humans are its custodians or curators, fundamentally apart from 
the natural world. This philosophic position has been unprofitable 
in many ways, one of which is important here: Because humans 
think of their activities as different from “nature,” they are deemed 
artifacts, derived from human skills—not natural.’

Here was a bold statement. Perhaps pigeons were not inherently 
boring as I had assumed; instead, perhaps our blind spots keep us 
from appreciating them. Our disgust blinds us to any living thing 
so abundant as those birds in Venice, that fecundity we find so 
appalling. When something is everywhere, it paradoxically becomes 
invisible and its value diminshes in our minds.
It’s interesting that other people are, in their own ways, bothered 

by something like the thoughts I’ve been exploring in this book. 
The idea that nature is worth less than human artifacts is surely the 
reason trees are cut when they begin to interfere with the wires. 
Trees are free, right? They sprout up everywhere. There’s plenty 
more where they come from. But wires cost money. They’re worth 
something. Trees aren’t.

Grows on Trees
I’d argue that while Johnson’s idea of the devaluation of nature led 
Humphries to some important insights, neither of them went far 
enough. Human activities are fundamentally different from those 
of plants and animals. Our lives have become completely depen-
dent on things that are artifacts, are unnatural. It’s no good saying, 

“Well, we’re products of evolution. Nature made us, so what we do 
has to be natural.” That may be true in some vague, technically 
correct way. But human made stuff isn’t like natural stuff. Everyone 
knows money doesn’t grow on trees, and neither does anything else 
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The Rocks in our Heads: Rocking Your Head

with which we humans surround ourselves. Wires sure don’t.
For most of human existence, that wasn’t true. Found stuff was 

as important as made stuff. Some time in the Mesolithic of the Near 
East, that balance changed, and found stuff became unsatisfying, 
insufficient, uninteresting or just somehow beneath notice. And so 
people began to make food: “Neolithic Revolution.” 

No big deal, conceptually. They had been making a lot of differ-
ent kinds of  stuff for a while, so why not food?
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